5. The Structures of Kinship and Marriage

5.1 Terms of Address
Chuschino terms of address reflect the organizational principles of generation, sex, relative age, and genealogical distance. These same principles will
reappear when we discuss the structure of the kindred's bipartition of near
(ayllu) and distant (karu ayllu) relatives. The behavioral aspects of these
Principles will become clear in chapter 6, a discussion of three indigenous
rituals, and chapter 7, an explication of the operations of reciprocal exchanges.
In ritual and reciprocal exchanges, the most important categories are generation mates, both consanguines, or ayllu, and afflnes, called awra. Generation
mates of the same sex, siblings, and children of parents' siblings-or first
cousins- share reciprocal terms; wawqey, male to male, and nanay, female to
female. Cross-sex generation mates are differentiated: paniy refers to "sister,"
male speaking, and turiy to "brother," female speaking. In the marriage ceremony (5.6), the exchanging units are clearly brothers and sisters, and the
preferred marriage alliance is to exchange generation mates of a couple,
thereby strengthening the affinal ties between two kindreds.
Differentiation by sex is seen in parent and child terminology as well. A
woman addresses a boy child as qari waway, a girl child as warmi waway; a
man addresses his children as qari churiy and warmi churiy. Wawa, the term
used by women, is a general term for child or baby. Sex of speaker is not a
criterion for parent terms; taytay and mamay are used by males and females
alike. Parent terms are used generally to denote respect and deference.
Document sources reveal that sex differentiation was applied to ascending
generation terms during Inca times (Rowe 1963: 250, Zuidema 1977a) with
bifurcate merging terminology for siblings and cousins of parents. Mishkin
states that in Kauri, "fathers' brothers are called 'fathers' and mothers' sisters
'mothers' or often 'aunts'" (1963: 452). Likewise, Webster (1977) attests
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to bifurcate merging terminology in modern Q'ero with the Incaic terms for
father's sister, ipa, and mother's brother, kaka. In Chuschi and the neighboring village, Huarcaya (Catacora 1968), the Spanish terms tio and tia are used
for siblings and cousins of parents. Quechua morphological suffixes and
pronunciation result in tiuy and tiay. These terms, as well as the terms for
ego's generation mates, are extended collaterally to the categories of distant
relatives such as karu wawqey or karu tiuy.
An examination of the adoption of Spanish terminology reveals only one
set of terms uniformly Hispanicized, tiuy and tiay and the corresponding
sobrino and sobrina terms for the child of one's generation mates, including
the children of siblings and first cousins. This set of terms conforms to
earlier Quechua referents and not to correct Spanish usage. All other Spanish
terms are unilaterally applied, with alter responding with the traditional
Quechua terms. For example, the appropriate address for grandparents and
further ascending generations to the fourth generation is the Spanish abueloabuela. However, alter responds with the Quechua for grandchild, willkay.
The same unilaterality is evident in affinal terminology. A man who
marries "my child" or "my sister" (including first cousin) is addressed masay.
Likewise, the woman who marries "my son" or "my brother" is called
llumchuy. However, both of these respond with the Spanish terms (see table
1). Another instance is in the case of an illegitimate child born to a legally
married person; the child is called hijo politico, and responds in Quechua
mamay-tatay. Hijo politico in Spanish usage generally refers to one's son-inlaw, not to an illegitimate child. Note that with the exception of the last
case, all other instances of Spanish-Quechua ego-alter combinations are
instances where the Quechua word is retained for the subordinate term
and the superordinate term is Spanish.
An interesting insight into the ambiguities of the system is provided by an
examination of the terminology accompanying joking relationships. A man
and a woman jokingly call their spouse's ayllu generation mates "husband"
and "wife." These are the only two categories of the two ayllus not automatically redefined as nonmarriageable during one of the ceremonies accompanying marriage, the perdon. If they are single, they do not participate in the
ceremony and thereby remain marriageable. Both the sororate and the levirate
are practiced. A godparent jokingly calls the godchild "little wife" or "little
husband" if he or she is the first born. like the awra, compadres are selected
from the marriageable category and are ritually redefined as nonmarriageable.
Grandparents jokingly call their grandchildren "little husband" and "little
wife." An informant clarified this relationship by explaining that "grandparents are both ayllu and karu ayllu." The grandparents' generation contains
the crucial collateral link to marriageable karu ayllu persons. Descendants of
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TABLE 1
AYLLU TERMS OF ADDRESS
A. Ego's Generation

Generation

Ego
Addresses
Alter
Wawqey
(male
speaking)

Paniy
(male)
speaking)

Ego's
Generation

Turiy
(female
speaking)

Mates
Nanay
(female
speaking)

English Gloss

Sullcay

Alter
Responds

Brother-my parents'
male child

Hermano

Cousin-my parents'
siblings' male child

Primo

Wawqey
(male
speaking)

Sister—my parents'
female child

Hermana

Turiy

Cousin-my parents'
siblings' female child

Prima

Brother—my parents'
male child

Hermano

Cousin-my parents'
siblings' male child

Primo

Sister-my parents'
female child

Hermana

Cousin—my parents'
siblings' female child

Prima

Eldest sibling
Mayorniy

Spanish Gloss

Nanay

Hermano, na
Mayor
Sullcay

or
Eldest cousin

Primo, ma
Mayor

Younger sibling

Hermano, na
Menor
Mayorniy

or
Younger cousin

Paniy

Primo, ma
Menor
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TABLE 1
AYLLU TERMS OF ADDRESS
B. Ascending Generations
Ego
Addresses
Generation

First

Alter

Alter

English Gloss

Spanish Gloss

Responds

Taytay

Father—my male
parent

Padre

Churiy

Mamay

Mother—my female
parent

Madre

Waway

Tiuy

Uncle—my parents'
Wawqen and Turin

Tib

Sobrino,
na

Tiay

Aunt—my parents'
Panin and Naflan

Tia

Sobrino,
na

Grandfather—my
parents' male parent

Abuelo

Willkay

Abuela

Grandmother—my
parents' female
parent

Abuela

Willkay

Abuelo,
la

Great grandparents

Bisabuelo,
la

Willkay

Abuelo,
la

Great great
grandparents

Tatarabuelo,
la

Willkay

Ascending
Generation

Second
Ascending
Generation

Third
Ascending
Generation
Fourth
Ascending
Generation

Abuelo or
Machuy *

*Machuy is still used by some in the village. It also denotes any old man.
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TABLE 1
AYLLU TERMS OF ADDRESS
C. Descending Generations

Generation

First
descending
Generation

Ego
Addresses
Alter
Churiy
(male speaking)
Qari Churiy
(male speaking)
Warmi Churiy
(male speaking)
Waway
(female
speaking
Qari Waway
(female
speaking
Warmi Waway
(female
speaking
Piwiy
(female or
male speaking)
Paqway
(female
speaking)
Usupay
Hijo Politico
Hija Poh'tica*
Uywasay

Sobrino, na

Spanish
Gloss

Alter
Responds

My male child

Hijo

Taytay

My female child

Hija

English Gloss
My child

My child
My male child

Hijo

My female child

Hija

Mamay

My first born

Taytay

My last born

Mamay
Mamay

My child born to
me before marriage
My child born to
me by someone not
my legal spouse
The child that I
Hijo, ja
have raised or my
Adoptivo,
adopted child
va
The child of my
Sobrino,
Wawqey, Paniy,
na
Turiy or Nanay
Grandchild
Nieto, ta

Second
Willkay
Descending
Generation
The general Spanish usage of hijo politico is that of son-in-law.

Taytay
Mamay
Taytay
Mamay
Taytay
Mamay
Tiuy
Tiay
Abuelo
Abuela
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TABLE 2
AFFINAL OR AWRA TERMS OF ADDRESS

Generation

Ego's

Ego
Addresses
Alter
Qusay
Warmiy
Masay

Generation
Llwnchuy

Masay
First
Descending
Generation
Llumchuy

Second
Descending
Generation

First
Ascending
Generation

Entenado,
da
Masay
or Willkay
Llumchuy
or Willkay

English Gloss
Husband
Wife
Brother-in-law—the
man who has married
my Paniy or my
Nanay
Sister-in-law—the
woman who has
married my Wawqey
or my Turiy
Son-in-law—the man
who has married my
WarmiChuriy, Warmiy
Waway, or Sobrina
Daughter-in-law-the
woman who has
married my Qari
Churiy, Qari Waway,
or Sobrino
My spouse's Hi jo
Politico
My Willkay's husband

Spanish
Gloss

Alter
Responds

Esposo
Esposa
Cunado

Warmiy
Qusay
Cunado,
da

Cufiada

Cunado,
da

Yerno

Suedro,
dra
Tib, a

Nuera

Suedro,
dra
Tib, a

Padrastro
Madrastra
Abuelo, la

My Willkay's wife

Abuelo, la

Suedruy,
dra
Tiuy, a

My Warmiy's or
Qusayfs father,
mother, uncle, or
aunt

Masay

Awray

The Ayllu members
of a person who has
married into my
Ayllu (see 5.4)

Awray

Masamasiy

Co-inlaws of same
sex (masi refers to
Warmimasiy sharing equivalent
relationship)

Llumchuy

Masamasiy
Warmimasiy
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grandparents' siblings are the closest relatives (second cousins) deemed
marriageable. Grandparents and their siblings call each other by the same
term, and if a relationship is established with grandparents' siblings, the
term abuelo or abuela is extended to them. Thereby lies the ambiguity;
grandparents are both ayllu and karu ayllu.
5.2 The Ayllu and Karu Ayllu: The Kindred
Ayllu is a general Quechua term denoting relative. A complementary
term is used to differentiate near relative (ayllu) and distant relative (karu
ayllu). However, the word ayllu is a general term that can refer to many
kinds of groups. One informant told me that ayllu refers to "any group
with a head." He explained that an ayllu can be a barrio, the entire village,
one's family, or even the district, the department, or the nation. Salvador
Palomino (1971 and 1972) has expertly described the various forms of ayllu
structures as barrios and/or moieties in the Pampas River region. Our
concern here will be with ayllu as a kin term.
An examination of the kin terms ayllu and karu ayllu reveals the structure of a sibling-centered kindred, in which the organizing principle is
genealogical distance at the second ascending generation. Ego's grandparents' siblings and their descendants are excluded from the ayllu and
categorized as karu ayllu. Ayllu members are not marriageable; karu ayllu
relatives are marriageable if they do not share one's paternal and maternal
surnames. The Chuschino ayllu has the structure of a kindred of first
cousin range composed of the two stocks of the descendants of two married
couples—ego's two sets of grandparents. The most important link for reckoning genealogical distance is at the second ascending generation, whereby
siblings of grandparents and their descendants are karu ayllu. Figure 4
illustrates the structure discussed above. Note that affines are not considered ayllu members.
The diagram in figure 4 has been constructed to demonstrate the relationship existing between naming practices and the principle of genealogical
distance through collateral reckoning. Examination of the diagram reveals
the operation of the primary marriage rule, which holds that ego cannot
marry anyone who shares his paternal and maternal surnames—in our
example designated A and G. Anyone else who is not a member of ego's
oyllu is marriageable. The nearest marriageable relative to ego (a male) is a
descendant of his grandparents' siblings, where there has occurred a sex differentiation in the relevant links in the ascending lines or in the collateral
line. This is not true for females; a sex differentiation is not necessary in
the female line simply because females change their surnames with every
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AYLLU-KARU AYLLU

KARU AYLLU

GE

AC

AC AC

GE GE

GE

JK

\JG

JG

Kl

Marriage • both parties considered Ayllu
Descent

A

Male relative

O

Female relative

* Female informants usually cannot
name Ayllu beyond the third ascending
generation whereas males often can

Dotted line indicates nonrelative
Letters (ie.AB) first letter A is paternal name
second letter B is maternal name
Ego

FIGURE 4
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generation. However, for every male and female, an unbroken line of male
links to the kani ayllu member of the same generation deems that person
nonmarriageable in that they share paternal surnames. In our example, ego
has married his patrilateral second cousin, his father's father's sister's daughter's daughter (FFZDD). She is a member of his karu ayllu who does not
share his surnames and is therefore the closest relative that is marriageable.
This naming practice may be an adaptation to Spanish naming customs;
parallel transmission of names is evidenced in the marriage records for 16611685 (see 5.3). While parallel transmission of names is not practiced today,
the preferred inheritance of land, goods, and animals is parallel. People
state that men should inherit from their fathers and women should inherit
from their mothers.
A stated marriage preference is demonstrated in the diagram, namely, the
practice of exchanging generation mates (siblings or first cousins) between
two ayllus once a marriage tie has been established. This has been diagrammed
on ego's generation and again on the first ascending generation. Further
examination of the diagram reveals another feature of the personal kindred
of Chuschi. Men have a longer lineal recognition of ascending generations
than do women. Male informants could name ascending agnates to the
fifth generation. Women could not enumerate ascending agnates or uterines
past the third generation. Structurally, this results in different "shapes" of
kindreds for males and females. Also, women's surnames are more often
forgotten than men's. It would be interesting to determine whether women
have more knowledge of their collateral relatives than do men. This would
contrast logically with the lineal orientation of males. Such a lineal organization might tempt one to postulate the presence of unilineal descent groups.
However, this organization is not a descent group, but an ego-centered-or
rnore aptly a sibling-centered-kindred in which many rights and duties are
vested in the male members and passed to male members. For example, it
is believed desirable to keep possessions within the group sharing a paternal
surname. For males, this produces long-standing inheritance of land, houses,
animals, et cetera through male links. This is reinforced by residence, which
is virilocal, and by inheritance of pasture lands, which is also generally
through males. These rights are passed on from father to son. For women,
the perspective is much different; ideally, a woman inherits land, animals,
and possessions from her mother. She carries the paternal name of her
father, but her children will have a different surname.
Uterine kin change surnames every other generation. She resides in the paternal house of her husband for a period of years before independent residence is
established, and her animals are pastured with those of her husband. The bilateral structure of the kindred corresponds to the groups involved in inheritance
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practices. Fox (1967: 168) stresses the fact that "the kindred is not really
a group in the sociological sense." We must examine the various groups that
function and discover the organizational principles operating for each group.
We have discussed the principles functioning within the domain of inheritance above and in 3.5 through 3.8. There are many rights and obligations
that are transferred through male links, but unilineal descent is not an organizing principle of the various groups in which these rights and obligations
operate. None of the groups described recognize a focal ancestor. There
are no named patrilineages such as those described by Vasquez and Holmberg
(1966) and by Stein (1961). Furthermore, we cannot assume that the organization described above is a vestige of a prior patrilineal system whereby a
focal ancestor provided the criterion for inclusion in the group. It is just as
likely that some sort of bilateral structure preceded the present kindred
structure. The parallel inheritance of names, land, and possessions supports
the latter rather than the former hypothesis.
R. T. Zuidema (1977a) has formulated a model for the system of kinship
of Inca nobility in which the principle of four degrees of relationship operated. A distinction was made between near and distant relatives, but a
distant relative for Inca nobility was a third cousin who was reckoned as a
fourth-degree relative. Sibling terms were extended to first, second, and
third cousins, with "near" and "distant" differentiating marriageable from
nonmarriageable relatives for commoners. The Inca ruler married his full
sister, his "nearest" relative, and commoners their "distant" relatives.
In modern Chuschi, the distinction between "near," nonmarriageable, and
"distant," marriageable, relatives is one degree closer than that observed
during the Incaic period. There is one other modern case of permitted
second cousin marriage, described by E. Mayer (1977) for the community
of Tangor in the department of Pasco. Tangorinos distinguish near relatives
as "of the same blood" and call them kasta\ marriageable relatives are
designated ayllu. Two other modern communities have been reported by
Webster (1977) and Bolton (1977) to observe the Incaic model described
above. The divergence of Chuschi, and perhaps Tangor, might be explained
by the adoption of Spanish surnames and the Catholic restriction against
marrying someone of the same name.
5.3

The Importance of a Name

In 5.2, it was argued that the structure of the kindred in Chuschi deviates
from the structure of the Incaic and modern kindreds of the Andes by
virtue of its reduced genealogical distance and consequent different distinction of near and distant relatives. Chuschi's kindred is of first cousin range;
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the Incaic kindred was of second cousin range with marriageability determined at the genealogical distance of third cousin, not second cousin as in
the case in Chuschi and Tangor. It was suggested that this difference might
be explained by the adoption of Spanish naming customs and the prohibition of marriage between persons sharing paternal surnames of both parents.
The only stated marriage rule in Chuschi is that one cannot marry anyone
with the same paternal or maternal surname. A child has the paternal
surnames of his or her father and mother. The diagram of the ayllu-karu
ayllu demonstrates the importance of naming practices today, even though
an examination of the earliest marriage records in the village archive beginning with 1661 reveals that other customs were operative at that time.
An analysis of the first twenty-five years of records to determine naming
practices for the period discovered only thirteen out of seventy-four surnames common today in Chuschi were used at that time. Certain names
appear to have been associated exclusively with males and others with
females. The records from Chuschi and neighboring Quispillaqta, representing a total of a hundred and fifty marriages, were tabulated. Each
record contains the bride's and groom's parents' names, their residence,
often their ayllu and tribal affiliation, and their age and marital status at
the time of the marriage. Witnesses and compadres were recorded also.
A comparison of transmission of names was made on the total sample of a
hundred and fifty marriages to determine what pattern was followed. The
majority of men and women carried only one surname, as is the preference
today. Only eight men and seven women had double surnames, and the
pattern does not appear to be entirely Spanish. For example, in Chuschi
there were only four surnames shared by men and women, and three
appeared in compound form:
Males
Quispe-Guamdn
Chiclla-Taipe

Females
Guamdn-Cargua.
Nabin-Chiclla

Paco-7a/pe

Taipe-Chumpi

All of these names also occurred in the records as independent names;
Cargua and Chumpi never appeared as males' names, nor Quispe and Paco
as females' names. (Today, Pacotaipe and Quispe are common surnames of
males and females in both villages.)
In the neighboring village, Quispillaqta, four instances of compound names
were registered: two for males, Guitierez Pardo and Guaman Pienafil; and
two for females, Asto Chumpi and Curi Cargua. The above-mentioned
women's surnames appeared often in the marriage records as females'
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surnames only, not as males'. Spanish surnames reported above for Quispillaqta males are part of a total of nine Spanish surnames found, seven for
men and two for women. Only one surname in Quispillaqta, Sullca, which
means "younger," was common to men and women alike. Furthermore, out
of a hundred and four distinct surnames (discounting repeated compound
names) for the sample of three hundred individuals, only one surname—
Tomailla—was recorded for men and women of both villages. Interestingly,
this was the name of a cacique in a document dated 1621.
Of the hundred and four surnames, sixty-six were from a hundred and
three marriages with the males residing in Chuschi, and thirty-eight surnames
were from forty-seven marriages with the males residing in Quispillaqta.
A breakdown of the Chuschi marriage records into two groups, 16611675 and 1676-1685, found that new surnames appeared in the latter time
period, eight for males and twelve for females. Compound names for women
were recorded in the latter period that previously had occurred as single
surnames: Asto-Sisa, Asto-Poco, Asto-Chumpi, Sisa-Cargua, and SullcaChumpi. Of these, only Sullca was registered as a man's name in the marriage records, but Asto appears in other documents as part of a chiefs
name, such as Astocabana. Also, Asto was the name of an area in the
province of Angaraes, and Astocabana appears as a place name. Sisa means
flower, and chumpi signifies a woven belt or the color brown; both of these
were recorded numerously. Descriptive and place names also were common
among males' names; for example, quispe is crystal, and paco today means
alpaca, though Ce*sar Guardia Mayorga (1967) lists paku (a free variant) as
an earring that noble Indians used during the Inca reign to enlarge their
pierced ears in order to wear the large earplugs that denoted nobility.
Either rendering could indicate social status, conversely herders or nobility.
Another of the most common women's surnames for the late 1600s was
Poco, either singly or as a compound name. Puqu means to mature or
ripen, puku to blow on.
A comparison with modern marriage records for Chuschi between the
years 1936-1970 exemplifies a greatly reduced number of surnames for this
forty-year period; 74 distinct names for 552 individuals were recorded, in
contrast to 66 names for 206 persons in the twenty-five years between
1661-1685. Furthermore, of the 74 modern surnames, exactly 50 percent
were Spanish rather than Quechua. Obviously, some patterns of transmission of names were observed in the late 1600s other than that discussed
in 5.2 whereby an individual receives the paternal surnames of his or her
father and mother. In the diagram of the ayllu-karu ayllu, ego's paternal
surname is "A," and "G" is his mother's father's name. He marries a
woman whose names are "EC," and their children carry the surnames "AE,"
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the latter using their paternal "A" in everyday interaction. The only
persons prohibited in marriage are those with the same set of surnames
"AE," for they are considered close relatives. We have seen that this pattern was not followed in the period 1661-1685. Very few double surnames
are present in the records, and, of these, several appear to be exclusively
used by males and others by females. Out of the 150 marriages recorded
for this period, the following tabulation was constructed for 83 males and
82 females, where information was complete, to determine if their surnames
were the same as their fathers' or mothers' or different from both. Only
one surname was recorded for all parties, not two as is the bureaucratic
practice today. Table 3 demonstrates a non-random pattern of transmission
of names.

TABLE 3
TRANSMISSION OF NAMES IN CHUSCHI AND
QUISPILLAQTA (1661-1685)
Different
from Both
Parents'

Same as
Fathers'

Same as
Mothers'

Males

60

0

23

83

Females

3

37

42

82

Chi squared

94.1

Total

Parallel transmission was obviously one of the rules of naming in Chuschi
and Quispillaqta. This custom is mentioned in the Tercer Concilio Limense
of 1583 (Vargas Ugarte 1951: 327), and other researchers have reported it
also, Albo (1977) for the Aymara community of Mocomoco in 1750 and
Nunez del Prado (1969) for the Quechua community of Q'ero in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Nunez del Prado (1969) also notes
that "new names" were adopted as well. R. T. Zuidema (1977a), using
H. Trimborn's translation of Avila's Dioses y hombres, argues for a crosstransmission rule of mother's brother to sister's son and father's sister to
brother's daughter. Zuidema further contends that surnames were not used
in pre-Hispanic Peru, but rather that, in addition to parallel and cross transmission, names were kept within a community and members could choose
freely from the corpus. Furthermore, a person had different names throughout his lifetime, but we have only a scant idea about naming practices. The
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data presented from Chuschi and Quispillaqta suggest the following:
1. Parallel transmission of names was practiced
2. There was a corpus of names for men and another for women
3. Over 50 percent of the women carried a name different from both
parents, compared to 28 percent for men
4. Whatever governed the non-parallel transmission of names, name inheritance across sex lines was not practiced
5. A greater proliferation of names was present in the seventeenth century66 distinct names for 206 individuals for a 25-year period-as compared
to 74 modern surnames for 552 persons for the period between 1936
and 1970
6. In a 10-year period (1676-1685), new names appeared at a higher rate
for women (55 percent) than for men (36 percent)
7. Many of the early names appear to be descriptive of social status or
relative age or to denote place of origin
8. Few names were common to both villages: of the 104 distinct names
tabulated, only one was common to both sexes of both villages, and
10 were shared by females, 3 by males
The above data not only point to naming customs different from today's
practices, they also point to distinctive naming practices for men and women.
This fact, coupled with the observation offered in 5.2 that men have a
longer generational view than women, demands a historical analysis of birth,
death, and marriage records for the total time period between 1661 and
today from a parallel point of view. That is, the models of evolution that
would be constructed must be from the perspective of both sexes, for it
seems that the sexes experienced different developments of naming practices
and marriage cycles. Whatever evolutionary perspective future analysis
reveals, it is clear that the structure at contact times was bilateral, but
perhaps not identical for the sexes.
5.4

Affines: The Expression of Symmetric and Asymmetric Relationships

Affines in the structure of Chuschino kinship embody both symmetric and
asymmetric principles. Interaction between two groups joined by marriage
is symmetric or equalized and nonhierarchical; the individual who has married
into a group stands in an asymmetric and subordinate position to that group.
Both of these concepts will be discussed.
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Awra: A Symmetric
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Relationship

Affines are not incorporated into ayllu or karu ayllu membership; they
are a kinship category that expresses "structural equivalence" (Goodenough
1970: 96) through the usage of reciprocal terms. Ayllu members, excluding
ego and his or her spouse, address one another as awra. When asked to
gloss the term in Spanish, informants responded that awra are like compadres or spiritual relatives. Interestingly, both categories are ritually redefined as nonmarriageable, and in their words awra and compadres become
like our blood kin; "we cannot marry one another, nor can we commit
Hsuras" (impudent behavior or joking). The greatest respect must be shown
once the ritual tie has been performed. For the awra, this ritual is called
the perdonakuy, or pardon, one of the rituals comprising a wedding. The
perdonakuy is described in 5.6. If the marrying couple has eligible generation mates, they do not take part in the perdonakuy ceremony, in the hope
that a subsequent union will take place and strengthen the bond between
the two ayllus. Awra indicates a symmetric relationship between two consanguineal groups joined by marriage. The term is used when the speaker
is referring to the members of the group who stand in a reciprocal relationship to his consanguineal group, the ayllu. Awra is therefore a symmetric
concept relating to collectivities.
The term itself is a puzzlement. No reference to the term was found in
Quechua dictionaries or Andean studies. However, Salvador Palomino
(personal communication) has provided a description of perhaps the same
concept in the neighboring village of Sarhua, where double ears of corn are
called awrama (aurama). The word also signifies the act of drinking in
pairs from double vessels or two vessels. The couple who share the drinking
vessels are called yanantin. In an excellent paper on affinal reciprocity
during house-building rituals, E. Mayer (1977) discusses the term yanantin
in conjunction with the concepts masi and tinkuy. Yanantin signifies equal
entities in a mirror relationship; husband and wife are conceptualized as
yanantin. Mayer gives the example of right and left hands. Masi refers to
individuals or things that stand in an equal and analogous relationship to
something else. Mayer gives the example of a pair of siblings of the same
sex. One often hears the term used in reference to persons from the same
village, UaqtamasU or same ayllu, ayllumasi, or any other co-relationship.
The term tinkuy is interesting in that its polysemy includes the encountering or meeting of persons, the place where rivers join, and (Mayer 1977)
"the harmonious meeting of opposite forces." I believe the same concept
is embodied in the term awra, which perhaps has been borrowed from the
Spanish aunar, to unite, combine, join together.
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Masa and Llumchu: Subordinate Individuals or "Foreigners"

In contrast to the symmetric relationships of awra or members of two
ayllus joined by marriage, the bride and groom are socially and ritually
subordinated to the ayllu members of their spouse's ayllu. A male is called
masay by his wife's ayllu members. He enacts the role of an outsider in all
rituals, usually as a clown, woman, or servant to his father-in-law or brotherin-law. Every ritual has two masas, who serve the sponsor of the ritual.
The woman who has married into an ayllu resides with her husband in his
paternal home for a period of years before separate residence is established.
During this time, she is subordinate to her mother-in-law and sisters-in-law,
who call her llumchuy. Her labor is essential to the preparation of food
and chicha for rituals and festivities, but her ritual role as an outsider is not
as dramatic as that of masa. Two masas who are ritually attendant to the
sponsor of a ritual are masamasi to one another; affinal women helping to
prepare the food and corn beer are likewise llumchumasi to each other.
They share subordinate roles in the activities of their spouses' ayllus.
5.5

Compadres

In reviewing the literature on compadrazgo (ceremonial co-parenthood),
I found no mention of one form of ceremonial sponsorship that is common
in Chuschi. It is called "compadres de ramo," which is the most important
compadrazgo relationship between adults.
When I collected genealogies, informants were asked to enumerate their
compadres. Consistently, informants would name this type of compadre
first, the compadres de ramo, then list the lesser compadres, such as those
who sponsor a religious confirmation, a special mass for a child's health, a
baptism, or a wedding.
Among comuneros, the relationships between compadres de ramo endure
a lifetime and are essential to adult interaction. Compadres de ramo are
acquired during one of the rituals of a wedding, the ramo apay (literally,
"to bring the branch or new growth"), discussed in 5.6.8. The ceremony
is one in which men and women, bearing gifts for the newlyweds, volunteer
to become compadres de ramo. The number of volunteers indicates the
status of the couple. The relationship is a parallel one, compadre to the
groom and comadre to the bride, with as many as six to ten volunteering
their services. It is customary for married couples to serve in this capacity,
but this is not a hard and fast rule, as is that against having compadres who
are ayllu, karu ayllu, or awra (5.2 and 5.4). The fact that compadres de
ramo offer their services is diametrically opposed to the usual manner of
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contracting compadrazgo relationships in which the parents of a child (or
owner of an object-almost anything can be baptized) seek out godparents
and request their patronage.
The ramo apay symbolically creates male and female offspring for the
new couple when the compadres de ramo baptize bouquets of flowers representing the ramos, or new branchings of the kin groups. What is interesting is that both sexes are symbolically created, which is consistent with
the argument that the kindred is sibling-centered (5.2). The link between
brother and sister is the core of the new kindred and all future marriage
alliances. This essential link is symbolically created in the ramo apay and
perpetuated by the compadres de ramo, who ideally serve as compadres of
baptism when the couple have children. Having found no parallels to this
type of compadrazgo in the literature (Mintz and Wolf 1950, Foster 1953,
Ravicz 1967, Gillin 1947, Stein 1961, and Doughty 1968), I suggest that it
is an Andean form of sponsorship that perhaps functioned in the past for
the parallel transmission of male and female names (5.3).
In Chuschi, the one overriding rule in choosing a compadre or comadre,
as mentioned above, is that the person cannot be a member of one's ayllu,
karu ayllu, or awra. like the awra discussed in 5.4.1, compadres share reciprocal terms and are ritually defined. This same rule of acquiring compadres who are not related has been found in Saraguro, Ecuador (Belote
and Belote 1977), and in Cusipata in the department of Cuzco, Peru
(Malengreau 1972). However, in Callej6n de Huaylas in northern Peru it is
common to prefer the groom's grandparent or older brothers or sisters for
wedding godparents and the father's parents as baptismal godparents
(Vasquez and Holmberg 1966: 294-295, Stein 1961: 131-132, 278). In
Matahuasi in the department of Junin, Long (1977) found that baptismal
godparents were preferably siblings or cousins. And in Compi, in the
department of La Paz, Bolivia, distant relatives were chosen as compadres
(Buechler and Buechler 1971).
It appears that members of peasant communities like Chuschi who
choose compadrazgo relationships with nonrelatives are widening their
network of mutual aid. Perhaps this also correlates with the amazing elaboration and expansion of compadrazgo found throughout peasant Latin
America. Stein (1961: 129-136) provides an excellent description of comPadrazgo, which he argues has its roots in Catholic religious sponsorship of
a child other than the child's parents. He states that such ceremonial sponsorship is diagnostic of Latin American folk culture. Foster (1953: 8)
Points out that there are more than twenty occasions for naming ceremonial
sponsors in Latin American peasant societies. Gillin (1947: 104) and
Doughty (1968: 115) have both classified fourteen types of compadres for
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the mestizo communities of Moche and Huaylas, ranging from baptism to
such first rites as hair cutting, nail cutting, and ear piercing. The usual
Catholic observances of confirmation and marriage were also reported. Even
such events as sponsorship of fiestas and brewing jars were marked by compadrazgo relationships. However, in both communities baptismal and marriage sponsorships were the most important. Gillin reported one case of a
man with sixty-seven compadres and only fifteen godchildren, clearly demonstrating the extension of compadrazgo to solidify relationships between
adults.
Compadrazgo relationships among Chuschino comuneros are horizontal,
to use the term of Mintz and Wolf (1950). That is to say, compadrazgo relationships are contracted between persons of the same social class. One
comunero explained that an apu (rich) compadre is for the rich, and a
wakcha (poor) man seeks a wakcha compadre. Qalas (mestizos) prefer
other qalas or "foreigners" as compadres. The pattern is for comuneros to
choose fellow villagers, and qalas to prefer one another or outsiders, as
compadres.
However, other students of Andean peasant communities have noted that
vertical compadrazgo relationships (Mintz and Wolf 1950: 342), wherein the
godparent plays a patron role to his or her client godchild, are on the increase (Lambert 1977). It would stand to reason that, as members of
peasant communities make the decision to become part of the national culture and economy, that is, to transform their closed societies into open ones
(2.4.2), they would use compadrazgo relationships as vehicles for access to
resources and upward mobility outside of their communities.
Godparents (padrinos) to child relationships are universally of authority
and respect in the Andes. Baptismal godparents in Chuschi are responsible
for their charges until they marry. A godfather castigates or whips a boy
if he misbehaves or is lax in his duties; a godmother guides, teaches, and
castigates her goddaughter. The marriage godparents have the heavy burden
of guiding and supervising the newly married couple. If a husband neglects
or beats his wife, it is his godfather who visits him at four in the morning
with the whip. Likewise, the behavior of the bride is under the domain and
authority of her godmother.
The demands of compadrazgo are extreme in this subsistence farming
community. It is not unusual for any one person to have as many as five
to ten compadres to whom one is obligated for reciprocal labor and aid in
the form of gifts of goods, cash, and attendance at one's compadres' ritual
obligations. I did not become a social person in Chuschi until I acquired
compadres, and my most severe criticism came from a group of women who
upbraided me for not attending a compadre's Herranza, the marking of his
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cattle and payment to the Wamani (6.3). One is expected to appear with
several bottles of trago to demonstrate affection and esteem. Unwittingly,
one of the strongest social contracts in the village, the obligations of spiritual co-parents toward one another, had been broken.
5.6

The Ideal Ritual Steps toward Marriage

I have observed eight indigenous rituals considered to be integral steps in
the process by which a Chuschino changes his or her status as a nonparticipating child to a full married adult member of the society. In addition, there
are two ceremonies that are Hispanic in origin; one is the civil marriage demanded by law, the other is the religious ceremony demanded by the church.
The former takes place sometime during the three- to five-day marriage celebration; the latter can take place at that time, or years later. The practice
of waiting several years before finalizing the union in the church has diminished under the watchful eye of the local priest, who has waged a constant
battle to eradicate the practice. He said that during his first year in the
parish of Chuschi in 1961, he held a mass wedding ceremony in which twenty
couples were married. He added that he only charged 20 soles apiece (about
a dollar at the time) rather than the customary 80 soles-a bargain. The
practice of waiting several years to marry in the church has almost disappeared in the village, but the custom has re-emerged in Lima, where the
admonishments of the church are more remote. It is customary for a young
niale migrant to return to the village and complete the first steps in the marriage process, but then for the couple to wait at least a year before completing the civil ceremony in Chuschi. (See plate 8.)
The rituals dramatize all of the elements that concern the Chuschinos at
this most critical time. Each ritual is accompanied by rounds of obligatory
reciprocal drinking in which an individual toasts another with the words
"We drink together" and pours a drink for the recipient, who then searches
for a drinking partner to toast. There is a rule against drinking alone, and
the result is continual drinking until everyone is drunk or the alcohol runs
out. Preferred beverages are chicha and the now common cane alcohol also
used for lamps, but cut with water for communal drinking. The following
description of ideal rituals reflects concern for:
1- Sexual prowess (5.6.1)
2. The marriage contract between the two ayllus, and designation of inheritance (5.6.2 and 5.6.3)
3. The separation of the girl from her paternal home (5.6.4)
4. The equality of male and female and of their respective ayllus (5.6.5)
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5. Fecundity and prosperity (5.6.6, 5.6.7, 5.6.8, and 5.6.10)
6. The ritual redefinition of relationships between the two ayllus (5.6.9)
5.6.1

Vida Michiy—'To Pasture Life" with the "Game" of Courtship

Fiestas are the principal times of courting in Chuschi. Young people
exchange clothing "so their parents won't recognize them," and they meet
in groups to dance and sing during the celebrations, counting on the inebriation of the adults to aid their deception. The girls sing in high-pitched
falsetto voices, with their llikllas (shawls) over their faces and their hats
over their eyes, to the accompaniment of chinlilis, small guitar-like instruments. After drinking, dancing, and singing in the plaza and streets, groups
ascend to the puna for the pukllay, or "game," consisting of singing, dancing,
and riddle contests between males and females. If the young men tire before
the girls do, they are insulted and chided by the women, who say they are
old men, lazy^ or crippled. The game continues through the night, and when
everyone is drunk they have sexual intercourse indiscriminately. The high,
savage sallqa or puna is considered the appropriate place for such sexual
activity, which cannot occur in the civilized village. Young unmarried
people also celebrate vida michiy at the cemetery, another "uncivilized"
locality outside the boundaries of the village.
Individuals arrange similar meetings in the following manner: a young man
snatches an article of clothing or an ornament from a girl, and if she does
not make an effort to retrieve it, then she has agreed to a sexual encounter.
Such meetings can result in "giving each other their word," involving an
exchange of rings or other ornaments and swearing intent of marriage while
making the sign of the cross with the right hand. Breaking an engagement
is done by simply "returning your word"-that is, by returning the items
exchanged and making the sign of the cross with the left hand. If a couple
does not break the relationship, the boy will request that his parents ask
the girl's parents for her-in Chuschi this act is referred to as "making their
mouths water," yaykupakuy.
5.6.2

Yaykupakuy: "The Formal Approach"

At four o'clock in the morning, the family of a prospective bride is
visited by a delegation representing the hopeful groom-to-be; he is not present but leaves this negotiation to his father and mother and his baptismal
godparents. This ritual is called warmi urquy, "to remove the woman." The
delegation approaches the girl's parents with enough trago to insure intoxication, coca, and cigarettes. After a few hours of reciprocal drinking, smoking,
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and chewing coca, the girl's parents' "mouths are watering" and the question
of marriage is broached. If there are no violent protests, a contract is made
whereby both sets of parents announce what they will contribute to the
marriage—land, animals, or other possessions are promised at this time but
given at the parents' discretion. With the current exodus of young males to
Lima (see chapter 8), it is common for the parents of a boy to seek an
advantageous marriage for their son and reach an agreement with the girl's
parents without prior courting. However, forced marriages are frowned upon
and called "crude" or "uncooked," chawachan. If the requests for a girl
are refused, the rejected family suffers dishonor and ridicule, and the couple
has the option of running away, with the hope of settling elsewhere, or of
residing in the household of the boy and becoming incorporated again into
the girl's kindred. Such action is looked upon as stealing and causes animosity between the couple's kindreds. By running away, the couple faces
the possibility of being disinherited by the disapproving parents. Parents
do not actualize the promised marital inheritance for some period of time
after the couple has taken up residence in the groom's paternal home. The
period of service to his parents can last for years.
5.6.3

The Exchange of Rosaries

When an acceptable contract has been reached, the boy and girl are summoned, and godparents for the wedding are chosen, observing the rule that
they cannot be ayllu, karu ayllu, or awra to either party. The godfather
officiates at a ceremony performed in the girl's house in front of a crucifix
with the parents present. The couple is asked if they intend to marry, and,
upon answering affirmatively, they exchange rosaries; the wedding is now
imminent.
5.6.4

The Pani: Separating the Girl from Her Home

After the marriage contract has been settled, the girl is separated from
her paternal home in the ritual known as the pani, which literally means
"sister," male speaking. At four o'clock in the morning, the boy's sisters
and female first cousins, his brothers and male first cousins, two masas, and
his parents arrive at the girl's house, where they are feted with a special
meal consisting of a mixture of potatoes, ullucos, and ocas, all root crops.
The waiting bride is dressed in her finest, bedecked with a garland of brightcolored ribbons and a gold coin that hangs in the middle of her forehead.
A rope is tied around her waist by the panis, who lead her along the streets
of the village to the household of the groom. In procession with the bride,
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the panis sing and the masas shout triumphantly as the girl is greeted by the
boy's ayllu members and the godparents chosen for the wedding. The civil
ceremony and registry of the marriage can take place before or after the
pani. Likewise, the Catholic rite can be performed at any time during the
series of indigenous rituals, or the couple can wait even a period of years if
they can avoid the vigilant eyes of the priest.
Sergio Catacora (1968: 71-72) has observed that in the neighboring village of Huarcaya the parents of the groom return from the ceremonies by a
different route, signifying the establishment of a new line in the ayllu. Also,
he reports that the boy's wawqes, "brothers," bring flowers and branches to
be used later in the "gathering of silver" (5.6.5) and the "bringing of the
branch," ramo apay (5.6.8), which signifies the birth of progeny and a new
kindred. Catacora interprets the fact that the groom's brothers provide the
flowers as an indication of agnatic emphasis. I would like to draw attention
also to another aspect of the pani: the generation mates of the couple are
the active participants in the village, not the parents. However, the pani
ceremony appears to emphasize a group of sisters as the wife-giver and/or
wife-taker, depicted by Uvi-Strauss (1969) as the minimal unit of exchange.
Or we might also say that the groom's sisters, his panintin, are husbandgivers/wife-takers and a bride's brothers, her turintin, are wife-givers/husbandtakers in this Andean society concerned with symmetry.
5.6.5

Qollque Qonopa: "The Gathering of Silver"

The groom's house is the scene of the remainder of the ritual steps toward
marriage. Qollqe qonopa is literally "the gathering of silver or money." The
coins gathered are believed to give off a powerful vapor, called wapsi, that
also emanates from mysterious buried treasures called wans. When massed
on the collection plates, they are treated as if they were waris. The masas
Pour the coins onto the table to count them, and the couple is admonished
never to spend the coins, in order to insure prosperity.
A masa of the groom and a masa of the bride (or of their parents) place
two special baskets called tunkus onto a poncho-covered table that has been
placed in the center of the roofed, three-sided portal area. Flowers are
brought by the groom's "brothers," and the masas evenly distribute them
into the two baskets. I have seen water lilies or red flowers used. A third
small round basket containing red flowers along with a miniature spindle
whorl and a ball of red wool are placed on the table. All baskets are manufactured of totora, a reed that grows along river beds. After the ritual table
has been laid, the groom with his godfather at his side and the bride with
her godmother are seated. For the remainder of the rituals, the godfather
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serves as master of ceremonies.
As members of the two ayllus and their compadres and affines enter,
kneel, and cross themselves in front of a crucifix placed above the table, the
masas cajole, plead, and mockingly threaten them with a whip until they
contribute money in equal amounts to the young couple's plates of "silver."
Each masa approaches the members of the ayllu into which he has married.
The first to make donations are the godparents—an equal amount to each
plate—and each donation is accompanied by drinking. Periodically the
money is counted and the amounts announced with ebullient shouts. If the
amounts are uneven, the masa of the person with the lesser quantity agitates
for higher donations, jokingly calling that person's relatives stingy and selfish. At the end of the day, after the wedding congregation has been feted
by the boy's family, the money is again counted. The llumchu, the women
who have married into the ayllu, are expected to help prepare the ritual
meal. The godparents are served a whole chicken, guinea pigs, or some
other delicacy in gratitude for sponsoring the wedding. Great quantities of
alcohol are consumed. As the last act of the day the masas count the
money with great fanfare and even up the amounts "so that the couple
start out equal." The money is then entrusted to the godparents, and the
punukuy is performed.
5.6.6

The Punukuy: The Consummation

Punuy is the verb to sleep; -ku is a reflexive verbal suffix. Therefore,
punukuy means "to sleep together." The couple is taken inside the boy's
paternal house, their clothes are removed by their godparents, and they are
put to bed on a pallet of thorns of cactus. They are given one last drink,
and the door is locked from the outside. All return to their respective
homes, thoroughly drunk and satisfied that the marriage is publicly consummated. The boy's parents bed down on the ground in the enclosed portal
area, which is the customary sleeping place. Grains and personal possessions
are stored inside, but all life activities occur in the patio, the cooking hut,
or the portal area in front of the house, except for the consummation.
5.6.7

Takyachiy Puynu: To Insure Prosperity, Fecundity, Longevity, and
Equilibrium

The ritual unification of bride and groom in equilibrium with one another
throughout life is symbolized by the takyachiy puynu, which literally signifies "the water bottle that sustains equilibrium." Two such containers are
ritually prepared and given to the bride and groom, who place them in the
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rafters of their house, where they remain.
The morning after the punukuy, everyone gathers again at the house of
the groom's parents. After the bride and groom are freed and their clothes
returned, they resume their places of honor at the ritual table. The infliction of ribald sexual joking heaped upon the couple is led by the masas.
They receive the money from the godparents, ceremoniously count both
quantities, and replace it on the two plates, soliciting more contributions
from all arrivals with antics, insults, and brandishings of their whips, to the
enjoyment of all. A round of drinking "to cure the head" begins the day's
activities. Breakfast of bread and hot coffee is served, and then serious
drinking begins with members of each ayllu toasting one another. Everyone
brings alcohol, but larger quantities are expected from compadres and
affines of the parents. Soup is served around noon.
The masas instruct all present to remove their shoes, threatening anyone
who refuses, and even forcibly removing the shoes of those who ignore them
or are too drunk to do so for themselves. Women place ears of dried corn
onto a man's poncho in front of the table in two distinct piles. The masas
distribute six ears of corn to each person; the masa representing the boy's
ayllu passes out ears of corn contributed by the boy's uterine kin and the
bride's masa does the same with the ears donated by her uterine relativesthree ears of corn from the uterine members of each ayllu. The bride stuffs
the six ears of corn she has been given into her blouse, which gives her a
bumpy pregnant look. Symbolically pregnant with the supreme fertility
symbol in the Andes, she gives birth to a boy and a girl child (5.6.8) during
the next ritual step, ramo apay.
Everyone assembled removes kernels from the two extremities of the
ears and throws these back onto the poncho. Then the central parts of the
ears are disgrained and kept in one's lap until the masas signal the godparents
to begin filling the two baskets containing the flowers brought by the
groom's wawqes ("brothers"). The masas stand over the baskets and
threateningly brandish their whips as each person kneels, kisses the ground,
and carefully deposits half of the kernels into each basket. If the assembled
guests spill kernels of corn onto the poncho or do not distribute the corn
equally, the masas lay the whip on their backs as if punishing them, while
shouting admonishments.
The baskets are called tunku, a term peculiar to the province of Cangallo
(Parker 1969: 206). The bride's basket is low and round, with a large
rnouth; the groom's is tall and cylindrical, with a more constricted mouth.
This brings to mind obvious sexual symbolism denoting male and female
genitals. Both baskets have been holding the male element, flowers picked
by the groom's wawqes, and now the female element, corn, is added to the
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receptacles. This symbolic act is analogous to the union of the male and
female elements of both kindreds, a clear expression of bilaterality. Water
lilies are preferred, over other flowers. Water from the nawin taytacha (6.2)
is the force or energy that impregnates Earth Mother. It appears that
flowers, especially water lilies, symbolize the same masculine energy that is
united with the female element. Within this context it is interesting that
the male element, the flowers, is present first and the female element, corn,
is added to the flowers. Perhaps this is an expression of agnatic primacy,
which is also reflected in the structure of the ayllu.
Uterine emphasis is manifest in the next phase of the ritual. After the
disgrained corn has been deposited in the two* baskets, the masas tie their
ponchos around their necks and all throw their corn cobs into the ponchos.
Some people toss in large stones, and the masas stagger exaggeratedly, to the
pleasure of everyone. Then the "leavings" are placed on the poncho with
any discarded kernels. Two miniature pottery bottles called puynus are
stationed on the poncho. The bride's mother plucks white hair from an old
woman's head and drops the hairs into each bottle. Ancestral reckoning
and longevity are expressed as feminine concepts. Then the bride's mother
places a tiny cross, plaited from a high altitude grass, and gold coins into
the bottles. Each person comes forward, kneels, kisses the ground, and with
cupped hands carefully scoops a few kernels from each basket into the
bottles. Lilies are then placed in the bottles, which are carefully lowered
into the baskets.
The masas carry away the baskets containing the pottery bottles and the
flowers. The two bottles (puynus) are placed in the rafters of the house
to give the household prosperity, fecundity, longevity, and equilibrium. I
was told that the bottles remain in the house even after the couple's death.
The kernels in the two baskets are used for the couple's first planting. On
returning, the masas count the money for the last time. At one wedding,
the contributions totaled 50 soles (a little over a dollar) each for the bride
and groom. Each masa keeps a few coins for himself and, after spending
over an hour counting the money with great shouts and antics, they turn
the money over to the bride, who stuffs it into her blouse. Her godmother
delivers a speech stating that the couple should never spend this money, for
it will bring them prosperity if they guard it and poverty if they spend it.
5.6.8

The Ramo Apay: "To Bring the Branch"

One of the most important steps toward marriage is the ramo apay,
which symbolically creates the nucleus of a new kindred by figuratively
bringing forth the "new branching" or "new growth" in the form of two
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symbolic offspring, a male and a female. The terms ramo, Spanish for
branch, and apay, the Quechua infinitive to bring, are better understood if
we substitute the Quechua word for branch, which is mallki, meaning branch,
new growth or sapling, and ancestor. It is a symbol of regeneration and
continuity (see 9.4). The act of symbolically creating social and genetic
continuity in the form of male and female offspring of the newlyweds is
the duty of compadres de ramo, the most important type of compadres in
Chuschi (5.2).
Those who wish to become compadres de ramo to the new couple arrive
with bottles of cane alcohol, bread, and sometimes fruit; these will later
provide a ritual meal. The masas bring flowers and swaddling clothes for the
"new infants." (S. Catacora [1968: 78] says that the flowers are those that
were provided by the groom's "brothers" at the pani [5.6.4], but I have not
verified this.) The groom cups his hands and receives the flowers from the
rnasas. He then hands them to his bride, who swaddles them into two
bundles and gives a "male infant" to its new godfather and a "female
infant" to its new godmother. The compadres de ramo leave the congregation and baptize the bouquets of flowers, giving them names. I have seen
compadres de ramo return to the festivities with facsimiles of baptismal
certificates. The names given the "newborn" are used for the couple's
children, and the compadres de ramo are the actual baptismal godparents.
Informants describe how funerals are sometimes enacted, as if the "newborn" had died. The swaddled flowers are carried, accompanied by the
singing and dancing participants, to a shaft tomb and buried in the tradition
of an infant's burial.
When the compadres de ramo return with their new godchildren, the
godfather gives the "boy child" to the groom, and the "girl child" is given
to the bride by the godmother. The "new infants" are passed among the
two ayllus, and the members deliver soliloquies concerning their relationships to the new additions. The fathers of the couple tell the boy "babies"
how they will teach them to plant and herd. The "girls" are told by their
grandmothers that they must learn to spin, cook, and work in the fields.
Finally, the boy "infant" is given to the groom's mother and the girl
"infant" to the bride's mother, who carry them in their llikllas (carryingcloths) in the traditional manner of carrying infants. The bride and groom
drink with their new compadres, and a special ritual meal is shared, consisting of the bread brought by the compadres de ramo soaked in the cane
alcohol they provided. Plates are prepared and sprinkled with rose petals
and passed among the guests. This meal is called caldo de gallina, referring
to the customary whole chicken served to godparents. However, this
offering is a reversal of the usual custom; the compadres de ramo provide
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the meal for the entire assembly. When this important ritual step is completed, the newlyweds are considered adults capable of assuming appropriate social responsibilities.
5.6.9

The Perdonakuy: Defining New Relationships

The perdonakuy, or "pardon," is one of the essential rituals of the series,
for it redefines the relationships between the members of the two ayllus as
awra, nonmarriageable affines, and also ritually redefines compadrazgo relationships. All who participate in the perdon must show great respect for
one another and observe the rules of reciprocal aid (see chapter 7). As
mentioned in 5.4.1, if a couple has marriageable siblings or first cousins,
these do not participate in the ritual, in the hope that another alliance will
take place and further solidify the relationships between the two ayllus.
A crucifix is placed on the table, and a poncho or lliklla on the floor for
people to kneel on. The ritual begins with the godfather kneeling and the
groom's masa kneeling to his right. They embrace the cross in a double
embrace, with the right arm raised and then the left. Facing one another,
they repeat a ritual apology for any wrong they might have commited
against one another, kiss each other's right hand, and reembrace in the
fashion described above. The marriage godfather goes through this ritual
with the groom, his new compadres, and his ayllu members, as well as with
the bride, her comadres, and her ayllu members. Likewise, the bride and
groom enact the same "pardon" with their new compadres and each other's
ayllu members. Each member of the bride's and groom's ayllu repeats the
same ritual with the others, thereby defining their relationships as respectful
awra or, in their words, "like compadres." Also, through this ritual, compadrazgo relationships and terminology are extended throughout the two
ayllus. Rounds of reciprocal drinking seal the pact between the two ayllus,
and thus the marriage is concluded.
5.6.10

The Dote

Days or even weeks after the perdon, the girl's family, led by two of
their masas, files in procession through the streets singing while the masas
carry on their backs gifts to the bride, such as pots and pans, a new spindle
whorl, and new clothing. These are delivered to the girl's new residence in
the house of her father-in-law. She has now severed her ties with her home.
If she has problems with the ayllu of her husband, she and her children can
return to her paternal home. It is the responsibility of the marriage godparents to prevent such a breakup.
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An Aberrant Case

During our first field session in 1967, just two days before we were
scheduled to leave the village, my husband and I were asked to become godparents sponsoring the wedding of a local fifteen-year-old girl and a "foreign"
man twenty-two years old. The girl had met the young man in Ayacucho
while she had been working in one of the market stalls of a relative. They
returned to the village after several months of cohabitation. The girl's
parents, apu (rich) comuneros, are well respected in the village, but since
the groom was not of the village they reasoned that "foreign" godparents
would be appropriate. Therefore the groom-to-be approached us and asked
if we would sponsor their wedding. We consented, explaining that we were
scheduled to leave. After long consultations, the girl's ayllu members decided that we could sponsor the civil and religious ceremonies in one day
and after that as many of the essential rituals as possible before we departed.
We were instructed to choose proxy godparents who would supervise the
remaining ceremonies that were considered essential and would "control"
and guide the new couple in our absence.
After the civil and religious ceremonies, attended only by ourselves, the
masas, and the couple (which is customary), we returned to the girl's
paternal home, since the groom had no relatives in the village. The punukuy,
the public consummation, was dispensed with since the couple had been
living together and the girl was pregnant. Qollqi qonupa, the gathering of
silver, was performed, with two masas of the bride's officiating. We were
feted with the traditional meal of a whole chicken.
It was decided that the ramo apay, the baptizing of the infants (flowers),
would be performed the next morning. Again, the instance was aberrant;
the boy's "brothers" and his other ayllu members were not present. Also,
they had to contend with godparents who were naive anthropologists,
whereas the godfather is usually the ritual expert and master of ceremonies.
The next morning we assembled to be served the traditional breakfast. We
had guarded the "silver" during the night and returned the two bundles to
the masas, who continued to solicit contributions. A young man and woman
came forward and volunteered themselves as compadres de ramo. They were
not married to each other. The man was employed in one of the local
stores, a "foreigner" who had married into the village. The new comadre
to the bride was married and native to Chuschi.
Toward late afternoon we explained that we had to leave, and surrogate
godparents were chosen. Contrary to rule, a "distant" aunt and uncle of
the bride volunteered, explaining that they were not the real godparents and
therefore it was all right. They decided to perform the takyachiy puynu to
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insure the couple's prosperity and fecundity, as well as the perdonakuy to
redefine the young man's relationship to his wife's ayllu members as well
as to the new compadres. It disturbed the congregation that we could not
be incorporated into this net of relationships on which reciprocity depends.
On our return in 1969, the bride's parents greeted us with the address
compadre-comadre, but we were reminded that we had not gone through
the perdonakuy and therefore were not really compadres. This example
serves to demonstrate not only the flexibility of the ritual system but also
the decision-making process of comuneros when faced with a situation that
does not fit the ideal.
5.7

The Ritual Birth and Death of the Ayllu

Ramo apay (5.6.8) is the ritual symbolic birth of a new sibling-centered
kindred as ayllu. Both sexes are symbolically conceived, baptized, and
integrated into the ayllus of the bride and groom. The ritual steps toward
marriage carry one strong covenant for the new partnership: be productive,
both with progeny and products. The takyachiy puynu (5.6.7) is a mandate
of productivity using corn as the central symbol for agricultural and human
fecundity. With the baptism of the flowers, the fecundity of the couple is
ritually realized and a new ayllu is born. As the fictitious infants are passed
among the two ayllus, each member defines his or her relationship to the
child. This act expresses the sexual parallelism that pervades Chuschino
social order: the boy "child" is passed among the men and the girl "child"
among the women of the two ayllus, ending with the two grandmothers,
who are structurally important in that one can marry a person with the
same surnames as one's grandmothers (see figure 4 in 5.2). In that regard,
grandmothers can be thought of as the most distant link in the ayllu chain,
whereas siblings of grandmothers are the closest karu ayllu relatives.
The ritual baptism defines the group that is potentially available to the
yet unborn children for nurture, instruction, and mutual aid. Grandparents
and godparents play important roles in the early life of children, and the
grandparents verbalize their obligations during the ramo apay. When the
male child reaches the age of seven or eight, he assumes his first ritual
obligation, and his ayllu and karu ayllu are called upon for reciprocal aid.
During a comunero's lifetime, the reciprocal network grows as affines
and compadres are added at marriage and as the individual contracts more
compadrazgo obligations. Furthermore, as the comunero advances up the
ladder of the prestige hierarchy, civil" and ritual obligations demand full
utilization of the reciprocal network. Then, on his retirement from civilreligious duties, the comunero's participation begins to revolve around
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younger members of the ayllu. As siblings die, their ayllu as an interaction
group dies, for the ayllu is sibling-centered and only full siblings share the
same ayllu members. The ayllu self-consciously restructures itself at the
one-year anniversary celebration after an individual's death, after a mass
called the watan misa.
The watan misa is the last of a series of expurgations to insure that the
deceased does not visit his or her malevolence on the bilateral kindred,
affines, and compadres left behind. After the watan misa is performed,
the only obligation the ayllu members have toward the deceased is to prepare a special meal for the dead on All Souls' Day on November 1 and to
visit the graves of dead relatives. Failure to do so could incur the wrath of
these dangerous spirits, resulting in sickness, death of animals, crop failure,
or some other disaster.
A description of a watan misa I attended in 1967 will demonstrate how
the ayllu, awra, and compadres restructured themselves hierarchically to
focus on the survivors and institute a new "head of the ayllu." The night
before the major celebration was scheduled, a mass was said in memory of
the deceased and a wake was observed in his house. The dead man's clothing, complete with jacket, shirt, pants, hat, sandals, and poncho, was
arranged on a table in the roofed portal area of the house in imitation of
a prone body with a whip in the right hand. The clothing was oriented so
that the head of the supposed cadaver faced south, the opposite orientation
observed during four wakes immediately after death. A silver cross was
placed at the head, candles and a holy water bucket at the feet; a black wall
drape with skull and crossbones was hung on the wall behind the head.
All of the above funeral paraphernalia had been rented from the church.
About twenty people gathered, and as they entered they knelt before the
table and crossed themselves. Each participant brought alcohol, coca, or
cigarettes, all dutifully recorded.
The deceased was survived by his widow, two married sons, three married
daughters, and twenty-five grandchildren. The youngest son was seated at
the head of the effigy with his elder brother next to him, and the deceased's
m
ale generation mates, affines, and compadres, along with more distant
relatives, sat at the feet. The widow was seated on the ground on the
opposite side of the funeral table from her youngest son, her daughters next
to her. Two of the daughters' husbands served the youngest son as masas
(his brothers-in-law). During the night-long vigil, the masas had to see that
everyone stayed awake and was served adequate chicha, coca, cigarettes, and
tr
ago. At about three in the morning, the llumcbus aided the youngest sons
w
ife in preparation for the festive meal for the next day. As the night wore
°n, important events in the deceased's life were recounted. As the stories
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were related, the widow would wail a high-pitched mourning song. She was
the only person wailing.
At seven o'clock in the morning another mass was celebrated. The comuneros express the idea of "buying a mass," and there are several classes of
memorial masses, which vary in price. I never saw the Catholic priest attend
a funeral or a wake. His services and ritual paraphernalia are "rented" or
"bought." After the mass, which was attended only by a handful of people,
a male cousin of the youngest son knelt and scooped the dead man's
clothing from the table. The mortuary trappings were returned to the
church, but the whip was left on the table. A much different atmosphere
prevailed, with joking, drinking, and loud talking. People began to arrive,
and again on entering they knelt, but this time before a wooden cross on
the wall. By ten o'clock almost forty people had assembled for the removal
of the black garments worn during the year of mourning. The ritual change
of clothing represented the restructuring of the hierarchy of the ayllu members. Furthermore, the deceased was ritually removed forever from the
interaction groups and a new focal member was installed, the youngest
surviving son, who had, with his wife, remained at the side of his parents
for fourteen years. His eldest brother had emigrated to Ayacucho, and his
younger brother, who had married and moved away from the parental home,
had died several years before. Therefore, he was the favored son. In recompense for contributing the labor of his nuclear family to his father's and
mother's interest, he received the lion's share of the inheritance from his
father. His mother became subservient to him, and his wife was elevated
to mistress of the cooking hut and house.
The ritual began with the youngest surviving son, his wife at his side,
kneeling at the foot of the table. His two masas removed his black poncho
and black hat, then his black shirt and jacket. They put a new colored
shirt on their brother-in-law, and with loud exclamations of admiration they
slowly lowered a new brown poncho over his head. As one masa prevented
the poncho from falling into place, the other yanked at the man's black
homespun pants. He cursed them and clung to the waist of the pants with
one hand while trying to free his head from the poncho with the other.
One of the masas grabbed at his crotch and exclaimed, "He doesn't have
one!" These antics brought appreciative roars of laughter from the crowd.
The poncho fell into place and the man changed pants under its cover,
slapping at the now exaggeratedly solicitous hands of his masas. His face
bright red, he cursed his masas, who feigned contrition. After he had his
pants in place, the masas placed his new hat on his head with great seriousness and then yanked it over his eyes. The clowning was admired, and
there were comments about what good masas they were. After the newly
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installed "head of the ayllu" rose, the masas helped his wife remove her
black lliklla. She put on a new, brightly colored skirt over her black skirt
and a new, brilliantly colored lliklla was placed on her shoulders. The
masas did not joke with any of the women: the sexual jesting that is directed toward the men is not tolerated with the women except for that
which occurs between a man and his wife's sisters or first cousins. He
jokingly calls these women "my wife." Remember that these women remain marriageable, and sororate and levirate are practiced.
After completing the change of clothing for the "new head" and his
wife, the elder brother and his wife were attended, but with less clowning.
Then the widow knelt alone and was respectfully helped by her sons-in-law.
The eldest sister and her husband were next, followed by the masas* wives,
who knelt together. The children of the new head of the ayllu knelt together and changed their clothing in the same manner as the adults. Finally,
this ritual act of renewal concluded with the masas kneeling together and
comically changing each other's clothing.
As each member and his or her spouse removed their black garments, these
were piled onto the table. One of the masas picked up the whip and the
other pulled a bit of thatch from the roof and set it afire. He spread the
burning grass over the clothing and then snuffed out the fire with his hands.
When he had finished, the other masa proceeded to beat the clothing with
the leather whip, chanting "In the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost." The new head exclaimed, "Now death will not visit our
family again!" People retrieved their belongings, and the fiesta took on a
relaxed, gay atmosphere, with people admiring each other's new clothes.
Rounds of reciprocal drinking resumed.
One of the masas clowningly attempted to butcher one of the sheep tied
in the patio. When the women shouted at him, he ran into the cooking
area and repeatedly tried to snatch the llama meat that was stacked waiting
to be cooked. The fifteen to twenty women surrounding the large caldrons
brandished their spoons at him and told him to serve the guests chicha as a
good masa should.
Toward dusk, the new head's llumchu (brother's wife) served him two
wash basins of corn soup, one with an enormous hunk of meat balanced
across the rim of the basin. He ate what he wanted and his wife provided
a bucket for the remainder. Each male guest was served according to his
generosity in contributing alcohol, coca, and cigarettes. Large contributions
w
ere repaid with two bowls of soup and one serving of meat; small, with
°nly one bowl of soup and no meat. The person designated to keep the
list of contributions stationed himself by the cooking pots and loudly
r
ead the contributors' names and the quantities donated, while the women
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served each portion accordingly. Women and children were served last.
Women's contributions were acknowledged by the same guidelines.
At one point during the serving, the new head of the ayllu rose with his
masa's staff of office in his right hand and proclaimed that with the staff
of office everyone had to obey him. The staff had been stationed upright
against the wall to give the new head authority.
Drinking continued into the small hours of the morning until everyone
collapsed drunk. During the time after the formal meal, the separation
between the sexes broke down, and dancing to a radio began when everyone
was adequately inebriated. Before leaving after midnight with the festivities still in full swing, I saw the new head and one of his masas struggling over
the dead man's poncho. The masa 's wife berated her brother for not giving
her an adequate share of their father's clothing. Next morning the guests
awoke to more drinking "to cure the head" and a small meal served without
ceremony. Around noon, the assembled returned to their homes to sleep
off their twenty-four-hour celebration.
The watan misa celebration expelled the spirit of the dead from his own
house for the last time. The belief is that during the year of mourning, the
dead can return to familiar places. After the ritual change of clothing that
symbolizes the renewal and restructuring of the kindred, the living focus
their reciprocal aid and attention on a newly installed head of the ayllu—
in the case cited, the deceased's youngest surviving son, who had remained
at his father's side for fourteen years.
5.8
5.8.1

Endogamy, Exogamy, and Incest
Endogamy versus Exogamy

Comuneros prefer to marry other comuneros from the village and of the
same social status. In contrast, the vecinos or qalas strive to widen their
alliances outside of the village through marriage and compadrazgo. Therefore, we have an ideal pattern of village endogamy for comuneros and village exogamy for qalas. Furthermore, the exogamic preferences of qalas are
not only for marriage to nonvillagers but also for marriage alliances with
persons from the district capital or from remote places. If exogamy is not
practiced, marriage alliances are contracted between qala families within the
village. These people tend to marry later than comuneros; the records show
that twenty-five or older is the common age for marriage for qala men and
women in contrast to the typical fifteen to twenty age range for comuneros.
A comparison of the marriage records for 1661-1685 with those of 1950,
1955, 1965, and 1966 demonstrates that the village of Chuschi is more
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endogamous today. See table 4. Originally the years 1950, 1955, 1960, and
1965 were chosen for comparative purposes. However, 1960 was the year

TABLE 4
ENDOGAMY AND EXOGAMY IN CHUSCHI
1950-1966

1661-1685
#of
cases
Endogamy
Exogamy

19
24

TOTAL

43

1965

1955

1950

1950-1966
1966

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

44

12
6
18

67

33

9
7

56
44

30
6

83
17

12
2

86
14

100

16

100

36

100

14

100

56
100

Total
#
%
63
21
84

75
25
100

the village priest "rounded up" all couples living in unions not sanctioned by
the church; thirty-eight endogamous marriages were recorded for that year and
only one exogamous union, in which a woman from Chuschi married a man
from nearby Cancha-Cancha. Of the percentages for exogamous unions in the
recent sample, 1955 has the highest percentage of village exogamy-44 percent.
Four of these unions are with persons from the annex of Uchuyri and one is
with a woman from Quispillaqta, whereas only two are with persons outside
of the district. Table 5 compares the residences of spouses of Chuschinos for

TABLE 5
RESIDENCE OF NON-CHUSCHINO SPOUSE BY SEX
(1950-1966)
Males

Females

Total

Uchuyri
Quispillaqta
*Huanca-Sancos
*Lucanas
*San Pedro de Cachi
*Huanta
*Ayacucho
*Nazca

1
4
0
1
0
0
0
1

5
3
1
0
1
1
3
0

6
7
1
1
1
1
3
1

TOTAL

7

14

21

*Outside of the district.
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the recent sample of 1950, 1955, 1965, and 1966. Marriages with persons
residing in nearby Uchuyri or Quispillaqta constitute 62 percent of all exogamous marriages for the four chosen years. Also, among Chuschinos, males
contracted 67 percent of the exogamous unions and females only 33 percent.
The thirteen marriages with persons from Uchuyri and Quispillaqta are of
comuneros, whereas the three women from Ayacucho and the woman from
San Pedro de Cachi married qalas residing in Chuschi.
Table 6 gives comparable data for the period 1661-1685. During the fifteen years between 1661 and 1685, 56 percent of Chuschino marriages were
village exogamous. More foreign males married females from Chuschi;

TABLE 6
RESIDENCE OF NON-CHUSCHINO SPOUSE BY SEX
(1661-1685)
Males

Quispillaqta
Cancha-Cancha
Auquilla
Choque Huarcaya
Sarhua
*Totos
*Guamanga (Ayacucho)
* Santa Rinjo
*Chalhuanca
*Yucca
*Cuzco
TOTAL

Females

Total

8
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
1

3
2
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

11
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

14

10

24

*Outside of the curato.
Chuschino women contracted 58 percent of the exogamous unions and
men 42 percent. There were more alliances between Chuschinos and
Quispillaqtenos during this time: 42 percent of all the exogamous unions.
In contrast, only 33 percent of exogamous unions were with Quispillaqtenos during the years 1950, 1955, 1965, and 1966. Perhaps the battle
over grazing land boundaries between the two villages in 1951 accounts for
the decline. For example, there were no marriages recorded between the
two villages in 1960, the year following the battle in which three men died.
However, the dramatic decline of village exogamy from 56 percent for the
period between 1661-1685 to 25 percent for the selected years between
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1950-1966 demands explanation. The Spaniards eliminated the bureaucratic structure of the Inca empire, which reached down to the local level
through census, labor taxation, and a state religion. The preponderance of
exogamous unions in 1661-1685 reflects the degree to which Chuschi still
maintained alliances with their tribal affiliates, the Aymaraes and the
Angaraes, as well as within the established colonial entity, the seven villages of the curato (2.5). During the following centuries, the village has
closed in upon itself to ensure cultural and social survival. This isolationist
attitude is mirrored in the modern concepts of comunero (member) versus
qala (foreigner), in spatial organization (2.8), and in the reduction of the
prestige systems. The lack of participation in the national polity or the
national economy has intensified this closed corporate view of the world,
which defines a Chuschino as a participating comunero, not as a Peruvian.
The effects of migrants on these concepts and attitudes are discussed in
chapter 8.
5.8.2

Incest

Incest is defined by comuneros of Chuschi as sexual relations with one's
ayllu members, compadres, or those affines with whom the perdonakuy
(5.6.9) has been performed. They believe that such forbidden acts take place
on the puna, the savage sallqa. Sallqaruna, people who live and herd on the
puna permanently, are said to engage in incestuous affairs. Those who do
so are called condenados, the condemned ones. There are degrees of incest,
with sexual acts between members of a nuclear family as the most contemptible and those between minor compadres as less serious. However, incest
between compadres de ramo or of baptism is deemed injurious to the
moral and social fabric of the village.
Persons engaged in incestuous relations are condemned by God to a life
of suffering and are compelled to wander at night in the bodily form of
domestic animals such as dogs, pigs, or donkeys, wearing articles of clothing
or with bells around their necks. If touched while in this form, the condemned ones are transformed back into human shape, and thereby reveal
their identities.
Villagers tell a story about a man and his adolescent daughter who were
punished as condenados. For several consecutive days strange cackling sounds
echoed from the sallqa. The varayoq were sent to investigate the sounds,
which were rumored to have a supernatural source. On arriving on the high
sallqa, the varayoq found a man and his daughter playfully pulling off each
other's clothing. As they chased one another, they laughed and threw the
clothes. Their laughter echoed down to the village 2,000 meters below as
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the piercing cackling sounds heard by the villagers. The varayoq apprehended
the man and daughter, now nude, tied their arms behind their backs, and
marched them naked and barefoot into the village. They were stationed in
the plaza for all to see and revile. For one night and two days they were
on public display, during which time villagers gathered to ridicule them,
pelting them with produce and garbage. The alcalde varayoq whipped themWhen released, they fled from the village and have not been seen since.

